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ABSTARCT 

This work investigates the influences on the cultural identity of the Final Year literature 

students at Institute of English Language and Literature, University of Sindh, Jamshoro 

after reading Henry Fielding’s the History of Tom Jones. It is part of the subject Fiction 

taught to them in their fourth year of the Bachelor Studies Degree Programme. Wolfgang 

Iser’s Reader Response Theory is used as a theoretical framework to guide this study. The 

findings are based on data supplied by 10 participants, who read Tom Jones as a part of 

their fiction course through interviews. The key findings of this study suggested that the 

semi-comic novel Tom Jones is not culturally close to the cultural context of the students 

and majority of the participants averted to reading about the culture which is not related to 

their own culture and their core cultural identity remained intact or quite minutely 

influenced. The key findings also suggested that the process of reading is the process of 

judgment and learning of the cultural values and morality. 

This study is valuable for the curriculum developers of literature, teachers of literature, and 

students of literature too at public universities who are exposed to different cultural habits 

through the literary texts. The findings of this study are also valuable in terms of knowing 

the students’ perceptions regarding their connection with text and connection of text with 

their reality as these two are the specific components taken from Iser’s theory to guide this 

study.    
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INTRODUCTION 

English Literature is full of rich culture, cultural philosophies, and cultural identities of 

English people. The reading of English Literature not only culturally enriches the learners, 

but also brings about certain changes in their cultural identities; the writers at many times 

are downright radical or have impatience with other sects of the society (Amardeep, 2006), 

and this may lead to certain changes in the cultural identities of the learners. Similarly, the 

social and cultural world shown in the texts of English literature might have great influence 

on the social and cultural identities of the students (Ibid). It is likely that the identities of 

the learners, after reading the texts of English literature get highly influenced by the 

experiences of knowing the fictional characters with particular social practices within the 

specific European and Western social settings of their own cultures and societies which are 

quite different from the Eastern societies, any single impact on perceptions of readers may 

bring up altered identity (Filipa, 1967). 

Students exposed to English Literature with all its modern culture and manifestations of 

the romance and fantasy are invoked to be aware of the world which might not always 

align with their reality (Coll-vinent, 1996).  There is a HUGE effect of literary text on the 

readers, it formulates their moral judgment and implies different settings of varied cultures 

(Amardeep, 2006). The students of English Literature enjoy engaging themselves with the 

literature offered, it is observed that the cultural differences change their perceptions 

(Williams, 1998). As Williams (1989) states that, “cCULTURE is an informing spirit of a whole 

way of life - a signifying system; works and practices of intellectual and artistic activity; a 

particular way of LIFE” (p.3-14). 

Looking at the above definition of culture, the identification of the cultural indicators is 

significant to explore the influences of those indicators present in any literary text which 

help point out the impacts developed on the minds of the readers; some are surface 

indicators for example, food, clothing, etc and others are deeper level indicators such as 

morals, values, and spirits (Williams, 1998).  Anything artistic and visual can inspire the 

learners more than the original and rough realities of life. Students tend to create their own 

aesthetic meaning of the text (Zoreda, 2003, p. 61). 

At Institute of English Language and Literature (IELL), University of Sindh Jamshoro, 

various literary texts are taught to the students of BS English Literature. Henry Fielding’s 

History of Tom Jones is one of the literary works taught to the Final year students during 

their four years Bachelors program. It is a comic novel first published on 28th February 

1749 in London. In order to study what went on in the minds of the students which 

consequently influences their cultural identity,which stands for the change in their 

perceptions, after being exposed to the text of Tom Jones, this study employs Wolfgang 

Iser’s Reader Response. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To explore the extent to which the cultural identity of the studentsis affected after 

reading Tom Jones. 

2. To look for the responses of the readers regarding the changes they felt in their 

cultural identity and cultural perspectives after reading Tom Jones.  

Many studies have been conducted on the literature impacting the lives of readers. The 

research works like The Role of Literature and Culture in English Language Teaching by 

José Hernández Riwes Cruz (2010) and Teaching English through Literature by Murat 

Hişmanoğlu (2005) have been taken into consideration. This work solely focuses on the 

visible impacts on the cultural identity of the students who read Tom Jones as a part of 

their fiction program for the degree of English Literature. This work was an attempt to 

see how reading literature can be a reason of change in cultural identity of students 

apart from their own national identity, or students’ responses to know how much they 

relate to reality what they read as a course work to their real life under the lens of Iser’s 

repertoire. For this purpose, Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones was selected. The topic under 

study was significant to know students’ responses; whether anything ran in their minds 

after reading Tom Jones and how much it impacted their cultural mindset already 

established on regional grounds. Besides, it aimed at knowing if they were able to relate 

the text of Tom Jones to their established cultural identity. 

This study helped the researcher find the influences on the cultural identity of the 

students after reading text Tom Jones. In addition, it identified the shift in dynamic and 

multidimensional cultural identities of the students who are exposed to different and 

CULTURE of European and Western atmospheres through social and cultural contexts 

existing in the text.  This study potentially contributedto know how the changes in the 

cultural identities of the students occur after their academic interactions with literary 

text of Tom Jones. 

The romantic and chivalrous adventures can only be the cultural practice of specific young 

men in London or other cities. The life of lust and pleasure was seen in many works of that 

century. The beauty of Sophia and Molly described in the novel shows the importance of 

aesthetic beauty which was an important element of the society and it is Western Culture 

to exhibit beauty and pleasure. The characters in the novel tend to hide their inner 

corruption by facemasks. The issue of moral goodness is well-delineated through the 

characters in the novel (Lipski, 2012).  

There are different types of understandings when it comes to the aspects of the 

interpretation of any text, namely public, private, and collective, in Fielding’s works 

especially Tom Jones it is found that the individual adaption of culture dominates his 

philosophies (Triandis, 1989). He portrays the stringent structure of the society with the 

culture as its individual choice as every character chooses to adapt the habits that are well 

suited to his personal temperaments (ibid). 
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Tom Jones shows how every single person existing in the 18th century European setting is 

self-explanatory of his moral standing in the society by the way he dwells amongst the 

settled customs of the time (Radloff, 1957). 

The modern standards in Fielding’s Tom Jones express much about the cultural setting in 

Tom Jones, the portrayal of role of love and selfishness in Fielding’s philosophy leaves so 

much for its readers to judge and assess the situation of 18th Century Europe (Radloff, 

1957).  

The story shows different cultural aspects, and the activities the characters give 

importance to are part of the cultural lifestyle of Europeans of 18th Century; it included 

wealth, luxuries, prudence, hypocrisy, and self-importance above all the morality and 

virtues (Sunardi, 2017). The story in Tom Jones goes from extreme to normal, comedy to 

tragedy, and low to high society which gives a wide view of the then culture which was full 

of love and lust, consciousness regarding social status and individual virtues (ibid).Tom 

Jones identified that the adult’s personal decision and choice had no value in 18th century, 

adults were significant to the rest of the family only for their wealth; due to such broad 

light at the society hence it is said thatFielding paints the social life of the individuals in an 

efficient way (Nijman, 2007). The reason behind Fielding’s flawed and at the same time 

flawless characters is that he invites the opinions from the readers so that these opinions 

can make them conscious of the right and wrong, love and licentiousness, poverty and 

wealth, in order to reveal the ongoing social and cultural status of the elite class of 18th 

Century (ibid).   

Fielding’s depiction of lack of humanity in the society is ironical because the class shown in 

Tom Jones should be a role model for all the classes, setting the moral standard for the 

nation. The corrupt upper class shown in the novel also does not set any moral standard 

but promoting the satisfaction of the lust (Hailes,1969). Mrs. Fitzgerald’s character is 

influential in negative way. At any rate, she tries to impress Sophia with the fact that she 

had been completely abused by her husband only to begin an affair with another man 

(ibid). 

From the literature gathered on the cultural identity, it has been obtained that the cultural 

identity does not have to do anything with the local culture of an individual. It is actually an 

extra layer of the identification of an individual who carries particular beliefs learnt from 

anything they are exposed to, and be it their surroundings, academic background, relatives, 

or literature they read. Cultural identity is an individual’s personal set of conceived ideas 

which are apparent in their interactions and behaviors with others, or they are running in 

their own thinking minds. By the state of the art collected above it is found out that the 

change in perceptions leads to the development of the cultural identity of the individual.  

 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

i. To what extent the cultural identity of the students after reading Tom Jones is 

affected?  
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ii. How did students relate the cultural setting in Tom Jones to their own culture?  

With the help of these research questions, the objectives of the research have 

been achieved.  

METHODOLOGY 

DATA COLLECTION TOOLS 

In this qualitative study after using the theoretical framework, qualitative methods of data 

collection are used in interview in order to gain the responses of the readers. It is 

demonstrated by Lecompte (2000) and Silverman (2006) that qualitative methods of data 

collection can be divided into four types such as observation, interviews, survey, and 

questionnaire. This study uses interview only as its research tool. 

In order to collect data through interviews, ten participants were selected from Institute of 

English Language and Literature who recently passed out and read Tom Jones in the final 

year of their bachelor’s program in English Literature. The sampling of the participant 

students was chosen on the criteria of convenience-sampling which suggests the selection 

of those participants who are easily reachable and available according to Cohen (2007). 

Based on purposive sampling, 5 male students and 5 female students were selected. 

Purposive sampling is used when selected participants have been through the experience 

or they acquire sound knowledge of the project understudy (Creswell, 2000). Thus, the use 

of semi-structured interviews with 10 students provided the data for analysis.  

DATA ANALYSIS APPRAOCH (THEMATIC ANALYSIS) 

In this qualitative research, thematic analysis has been used to analyze the data gathered 

by the interviews. This kind of analysis focuses on what is said by the participants (Bryman, 

2012) and it identifies the recurring language patterns (codes/themes) within the 

responses (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

The application of Iser’s Reader Response Theory implies the findings of the determinate 

meanings from any piece of literature (Tyson, 2006). The goal of applying this theory is to 

enrich the reading of literary works and to help us see some important ideas deeply and 

comprehend the complicated varieties of the reading experience (Tyson, 2006). 

Since only two components of the Iser’s Reader Response Theory have been chosen for the 

study, interaction between reader and the text and connection of the text with reality, the 

affective and associative responses of the students were analyzed to know their 

perceptions on cultural identity under the critical lens of this theory. The responses of the 

students helped answer the question regarding perception of the students on cultural 

differences in the novel. The associative responses of the students were analyzed under the 

second component ‘endowment with the reality’. For this, the real association between the 

text and the reality around them were reported. The reading experience of the students 

was questioned to apply these two components on the text.    

GENERAL CODING TABLES WITH EXPLANATION 

The interviews provided the data through the responses of the participants when they 

were asked if they experienced any interaction with the text and the connection of the text 
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with reality. The latter was obvious to them, but they wondered what I meant by the 

interaction with the text and it was explained to them in terms of Iser’s approach which has 

three basic factors to be governed, time, space, and depth (Iser, 1978). They were asked if 

any of these factors influenced their overall reading experience. After knowing Iser’s 

concept, they were comfortable in answering the question. 

Table 4.1: Participants’ perceptions related to Interaction of the text and the 

reader 

Codes Number of Mentions 

(sum of single mentions by all participants) 

Cultural differences  9 

Time is different 6 

Impacts on my cultural perspectives 7 

Plot full of societal behavior 9 

Reading for sake of degree 2 

Judging characters and events 8 

Uncommon cultural norms 5 

Developing own meanings regarding 

acceptable cultural norms 

3 

Learning aboutbastardism and 

adultery 

8 

Ridiculousness  5 

 

RESULTS 

It has been found out by the responses of the participants that they were quite clear about 

the cultural irrelevancy of the novel; however, the societal norms illustrated in the novel 

were constantly judged by the participants and this discernment on the part of the 

participants is their realization of the events happening inside the text. This is also the 

justification of Iser’s approach which holds readers as the main participants or 

stakeholders in the creation of the meaning during the entire reading process. The 

realization accomplished by the readers is the aesthetic aspect of the literary work and the 

way readers engage themselves in reading depends on how much they associate their real-

life experiences with the text (Iser, 1974). The data collected through interviews show that 

Iser’s approach is justified by participants’ opinions on their involvement while reading the 

text of Tom Jones. The key findings of the research helped extracting the insights of the 

participants on the influences the reading of Tom Jones created on their minds giving an 

idea about their renewed or already settled perceptions about cultural relevance in the 

literary texts. The active participation of the participants in the reading of Tom Jones 

helped me explore the influences on the perceptions of the selected participants about the 
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inclusion of the literary text that is full of cultural factors. The responses lead to the finding 

that participants found Tom Jones as culturally distant and irrelevant with some events and 

character relatable to their regional setting. It has also been found that the interaction did 

take place among the text of Tom Jones and participants and furthered the participation of 

the participants which was detected by their judgment of the characters and events. This 

judgment is the endorsement of the concept of Iser (2000) who deems the reading process 

as the full-fledged activity that ends up with the creation of meanings by the readers.    

 

DISCUSISON 

The relevant academic literature gathered was compared to the findings of this study. 

Based on the findings, it was found out that 18th Century European culture prioritised 

pleasure and beauty on the cost of morals (Lipski, 2012) and this study also found out that 

the participants identified that Tom Jones is culturally irrelevant. This response by the 

readers is countable under the concept of Iser (1978) since any response or judgment to 

the events and characters of the piece of literature shows deep involvement of the readers 

in the text which lets the readers reach the conclusion of their own.    

Susane (2011) found out that in order to be equal to the elite class from social and cultural 

perspectives, the readers are influenced by the text of To Kill a Mockingbird that they 

jeopardised their decency and moral behaviours. Whereas this study found out that the 

participants’ power of judgment was so strong that their original identity remained intact 

and the knowledge of culture of their own made them judge the culture of Europe of 18th 

Century. 

Syed (2018) studied that the contextually closer literary works were more easily related to 

the real-life experiences by the participants as their real life easily gets synchronized with 

the setting in the literary texts. Likewise, this study also reached the conclusion that 

cultural relevance makes it easy for the participants to connect the text with the reality as 

expected in Iser’s framework (1978).  

The findings of the study of Green (2016) suggest that cultural fictions, tales, and fables 

construct the new identity of the readers. Conversely, my study, supporting the definition 

of cultural identity by Bakhtin (1986) who does not collate the cultural identity with the 

original identity of the individual, revealed that that the original identity of the participants 

was not affected by the cultural picture of the Europe of the eighteenth century.  

The study by Cruz (2001) suggested that great effects could be seen only when literary text 

becomes integrated in the regional context. In this perspective, my study could investigate 

the effects of the text by the evaluation of the characters and events at the hands of 

participants who were involved in evaluating the characters keeping the impressions of 

their own surroundings in mind. They entitled the text as full of cultural irrelevance on the 

minds of the readers even when it was not integrated in the regional context. 

Hofstede (2009) identified that society’s moral behavior shown in the literary work 

enlighten the readers’ faculties to detect right and wrong. Whereas this study concluded 
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that the presence of societal short comings in Tom Jones revealed the capabilities of 

judgment in the young readers which was expected from the approach of Iser (1978).Tickel 

(2018) studied that after reading The God of Small Things, the readers’ cultural identity 

was transformed. Whereas this study found that the cultural identity of the readers 

remained undamaged till the end.       

Enciso (1994) illustrates that reading literature helps shape the cultural knowledge of the 

students and it also helps them navigate through the past and present experiences to relate 

to the culture present in the piece of literature. In her article, she states that it is the 

reading of the Jerry Spanielle’s Maniac Magee that calls the attention of the readers to the 

cultural identities.  While reading literature, their cultural identity is formed by the 

influence of the storehouse of the cultural knowledge they already have at the back of their 

minds. My study has also similar details about the prior cultural knowledge in the minds of 

readers who keep judging the cultural representation in literature before any 

transformation in their cultural identity can be noticed. The study could find no change in 

the cultural identity of the students. Had it found any transformation in their cultural 

identity; it would have been declaration on the part of the readers as to how they want to 

be seen according to the illustrations of Enciso. 

Skulj (2000) found that cultural identity is changeable if influenced and it can also remain 

unchanged even after strong influence. On the other hand, my study consolidated the latter 

part of Skulj’s statement as my study showed that the participants were aware of the 

cultural differences, but there was no apparent change in their cultural identity. Whereas 

Bathkin (1986) believed the cultural identity of an individual is open to many changes after 

meeting different cultural knowledge. However, the own being of the individual remains 

preserved for the transformation occurring after the influence varieties of literature or any 

otherness that individual comes in connection with cannot discredit the very existence of 

the individual. Moreover, my study also reached the conclusion that the original cultural 

knowledge of the participants remained preserved.  

The study of Martin (2004) is most relevant for my study. Martin uncovered through his 

research that interweaving of cultural and literary influence does not produce the loss of 

original identity or transformed personalities. Equally, my study also wrapped up with the 

findings that the original identity of the participants remained intact. Also, the 

interpretation of Great Gatsby, according to the study of Martin (2004), is largely the result 

of the readers’ personal beliefs who kept evaluating the events and characters in the novel 

on the self-created criterion based on the set of prior knowledge in their minds. Similarly, 

the final outcome of the data of my study showed the participants’ complete involvement in 

Tom Jones and their evaluation of the characters and incidents.  

The study of Alcorn (1994) is also relevant to my findings. He points out that the textual 

response and the multiplicity of the meanings developed by every different reader after 

reading a piece of literature is the original product and there is no such pressure exerted by 

the authors on the readers. One text, according to him, is never same text twice even by the 
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same reader. He also demonstrates that readers recognize the emotions hidden inside the 

texts. My study also showed the subjective responses of the participants who were 

recognizing, on their own, the emotions hidden in the characters of Sophia and Tom.  

Mailloux (1982), in his study, found out that some readers feel irony in the text of Red 

Badge of Courage (1895) and some readers feel no irony at all as the same text can be 

interpreted in different ways. He also discovered that different readers could have different 

opinions regarding one piece of literature. In my study,some participants flatly commented 

in negation on the inclusion of such novel in the course for their degree program as it 

contained adultery. Whereas some were happy to have all-inclusive course work and to 

read about different culture and habits. Some participants called the novel as canvas of the 

human life having all kinds of characters such as thieves, pickpockets, crooks, rapists, thugs 

etc.and some disapproved the idea of reading such irrelevant content. 

Lacasa, Castillo, and Gracia (2005) studied the construction of cultural identity through 

literature taught at institutes. They focused on the idea of author and text and consider it as 

metaphor allowing us to look for new ways of human learning. My study also recommends 

that learning of the new culture did occur while reading Tom Jones. In this connection, 

wholehearted participation of the readers showed that the responses were the product of 

their original thinking about the events present in Tom Jones. 

Little (2008) puts forward the idea that the behavior of the individual and other traits such 

as how he treats others, reveal a lot about the cultural knowledge at the back of the minds 

of individuals. This knowledge can be tested when readers come in contact with another 

culture through literature or TV.  Likewise, my study also unearthed the effects on the 

minds of the participants who read Tom Jones and responded to the questions with the 

lens of the set of beliefs they already had learnt before in their own culture. Deeming 

adultery inappropriate as a part of the course work depicts that they considered it wrong 

only because it is wrong in their own culture. 

Walker (2008) concluded his study with the findings that the readers of Great Gatsby were 

occupied appraising the character of Jay Gatsby who masked his original identity to 

manipulate the originality in order to be accepted by the elite society. Whereas some 

participants of his study were having high opinion of Jay who they thought was good and 

humble at heart in reality. Comparably, my study shows that the participants spoke out 

that the characters like Squir and Tom Jones were naturally good at heart, but due to their 

social position, they were pictured negative. This statement was the product of their own 

judgment not something exerted by Henry Fielding. 

Abu Bakar (2009) advocates in his study that the readers of God of Small Things were 

greatly influenced by European cultural setting in the novel and they despised the Indian 

setting by looking at it with inferiority. On the contrary, my study offered the responses of 

the participants who only despised adultery and bastardism in the novel.However, their 

comments on the societal behaviors discovered their criterion of reviewing the characters 

and events without showing any hateful attitude towards them.  
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Bakhtin (1987) offered the idea that the cultural identity depends on the complexity of the 

influences. When an individual reads the piece of literature full of pictures of the different 

cultures, they meet other cultures that widen their knowledge of cultures which, in turn, 

forms their cultural identity. They counsel that the uniqueness of the cultural identity lies 

in the very differences that are developed after the reader comes in dialogue with various 

cultures. Equivalently my study, showing the interaction of the text with the participants in 

the light of Iser’s framework, reached the conclusion that participants were intently 

involved in the dialogue with the text which eventually resulted in their original responses 

about the characters like Tom Jones, Blifil, Squire All-worthy, and the traits like treachery, 

hot-headedness, conspiracies, and others.  

 

CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS 

This research studied the influences and impacts on the cultural identity of randomly 

selected 10 participants who studied Henry Fielding’s semi-comic novel ‘The History of 

Tom Jones’during their final-year of bachelors program in English Literature at Institute of 

English Language and Literature, University of Sindh, Jamshoro.To identify the effects on 

the cultural identity perspectives, Wolfgang Iser’ Reader Response Theory was used as a 

theoretical framework and the interview as the data collection tool. The data gathered 

through the semi-structured interviews brought about the findings that showed that the 

cultural identity of the participants was not much influenced after reading Tom Jones due 

to the reason that they could discern what was right and wrong in terms of cultural and 

moral value. Owing to the cultural distances and dissimilarity in space, time, and context, 

they could not make much connection of the text with the reality. These key results are 

exactly what is expected according to Iser’s approach which specifically includes the 

agenda of reader’s continuous involvement of judging all the characters and scenes in the 

novel. Besides, the   process of reading does not necessarily mean to influence them visibly 

and bring about something new in them, but it can be the judgment of their so-far learning 

and strength of judgment instilled in the readers by their deep-rooted cultural perspectives 

which helps them find meaning (Iser, 1978). The findings have achieved this interpretation 

of Iser’s approach. 

The findings of this study are withdrawing readers’ attention as the findings can be 

recommended to the educational policy makers or course designers that adding the 

culturally distant novel in the text can weaken the connection of the readers with the text 

which is necessary for them to arouse interest and intrigue in the minds of the students 

pursuing their degrees. This is not, however, to recommend that the literature course 

should be confined to limited to regional cultural context. The facilitators in the classrooms 

should be aware of the different aspects of reader response mechanism in order to guide 

them towards learning by reading on a larger scale 
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